Tech wizard club
Tech Wizard is a computer science community, which is conducted by the students of computer science
and engineering branch of the college DR. KNMIET working together as a team in running this club. We
are working with the sole aim of providing a platform for the second year students of the department
for their all around development. We conduct technical events that help the participants to sharpen
their technical skills and also verbal events which help them in enhancing their communication and
presentation skills.
Events conducted in tech wizard are
1. Techno Quiz
This event consisted of the images of the fortune 500 companies and also the audio clips of the
important personality. These were used to check the ability to recognize things and how to react in the
critical situation.
2. Flamitage
It has two rounds First round is Apti Round was implemented to play with the random numbers and also
to make the participants accessible for the first round of any placement drive. And second is Memory
Optimization Round was to reduce the fear of the stage and audience interaction has to be increased in
this round, we have also focused on the extempore to increase the thinking capability of the participant
in a limited period of time.
3. Networking
For the discussion of networking paradigm various topics Structured Cabling Introduction to IP,
Subnetting and Vlsm Routing ,Basic, Unix Concepts Commands and Utilities, KDE (Linux) ,Networking
with Linux (with Installation) ,Telnet and Ftp configuration ,DNS configuration ,Apache web server
configuration ,Live dns, web server and ftp configuration.
.4. Minute-To-win-It & AD-Mad
Extempore is needed everywhere to overcome the hesitation and to develop the confidence we are
able to conduct the events related to this. Thinking and speaking for any topic matters a lot in achieving
the attraction of the audience.
5. Cloud computing and Android
Latest storage paradigm is cloud computing and to configure the desired area we have also conducted
this workshop for the benefit of the students.
6. Debug-It
Covering from basics to the higher level coding paradigm was covered in the certain event to check up
the logical level of thinking and the concept behind to solve a problem.

7. Group discussion and personal interview
Our main focus is to establish a level of self-confidence and eliminate the fear to lose in front of the
audience in any participant in our event. Confidence shows the talent and opportunity to cope with the
world in the present or in the future aspect. Physical as well as mental appearances are the basics of the
individual to present his/her image in the society
8. Learn –It
For this event we have planned and implemented lectures on the latest technology such as quantum
computing, holoportation, Photoshop, Linux, os and many more. These events definitely cover up the
gaps between the normal lectures and the future aspect of the industry.

